Wednesday, July 15, 2015

Joint MMS & MES Meeting

10:30 – 11:00  Maritime Guidance Update - Presentation (Wilson)
Status and what is needed from the afternoon joint work session to complete the task outcome

11:00 – 11:30  National Tsunami Hazard Assessment Update - Presentation (Stroker)

11:30 – 12:00  Update on FEMA’s HAZUS for Tsunami (Biasco)

Noon – 1:00  Lunch

1:00 – 1:45  Evacuation Guidelines White Paper – Work session and discussion (MES leads) Discussion will also address the decision support tool for populations at risk.

1:45 – 2:30  MMS Maritime Mapping Guidelines – Work session and discussion
Transition from mapping to preparedness and response and next steps (MMS leads)

2:30 – 2:45  BREAK

2:45 – 3:00  Update on tsunami currents benchmarking workshop – Presentation (MMS)

3:00 – 3:15  Laymen’s summary of MMS tsunami models – Discussion (MMS leads)

3:15 – 4:00  NTHMP Outreach Products – Discussion
Media outreach strategy (Miller & Rabenold)

4:00 – 5:00  NTHMP Coordinating Committee Meeting
See Separate Agenda